SEE YOU AT THE BOOK FAIR!

*ALL PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE

Anderson’s Bookfair Co.

REFERENCE, INFORMATION, & THE WORLD
Guinness World Records
2020 — $28.95
Guinness World Records:
Gamer’s Edition
2020 — $14.99

Guinness World Records
Get ready for a new decade
of record-breaking with Guinness World Records 2020 !

Surprising Stories Behind Everyday Stuff — $9.99

Stephanie Warren Drimmer
Who invented pizza? Why do people shake hands? Why do we wear
underwear? Find the answers to these questions and more!

Star Wars Character Encyclopedia — $16.99

DK
Want to know how tall Snoke is? Or where Maz Kanata is
from? Find out in the definitive guide to more than 200 heroes,
villains, aliens, and droids of the Star Wars galaxy.

HISTORY & BIOGRAPHY

The Thrifty Guide to Medieval Times
The Thrifty Guide to Ancient Rome
The Thrifty Guide to the American
Revolution

Shoe Dog: Young Readers Edition — $12.99

Phil Knight
Nike founder and board chairman Phil Knight offers a rare and revealing
look at the notoriously media-shy man behind the swoosh.

Nathan Hale’s Hazardous Tales:
Alamo All-Stars:
Bigger & Badder Edition — $19.99

Nathan Hale (Pub Date: 10/22/19)
Hale relays the facts, politics, military actions, and prominent personalities that defined the Texas Revolution in factual, yet humorous scenes that will capture the attention of reluctant readers and
fans of history alike.

Houdini: The Handcuff King — $12.99

Jason Lutes & Nick Bertozzi
Harry Houdini mesmerized a generation of Americans when he was
alive and continues to do so over ninety years since his death. This is
a snapshot of Houdini’s life, centering on one of his most famous feats.

The Disappearing Spoon: And Other True Tales of
Rivalry, Adventure, and the History of the World
from the Periodic Table of the Elements — $8.99

Sam Kean
The periodic table is a crowning scientific achievement, but it’s also
a treasure trove of adventure, greed, betrayal, and obsession. The
Disappearing Spoon follows the elements’ roles in human history and
the lives of the (frequently) mad scientists who discovered them.

“FAN”TASTIC SPORTS
Alex Morgan — $9.99

Anthony K. Hewson
In 2012, Alex Morgan’s dream came true when she became an
Olympian. Learn how she trains, what her life is like outside of
soccer, and much more!

The Big Game — $6.99

Tim Green
Danny Owens is football royalty. Like his Super
Bowl–champion father, who recently passed
away, Danny promises everyone that he’ll dominate the big game at the end of his seventh-grade
season and earn a spot on the varsity team.

Baseball Genius: Double Play — $8.99
Tim Green & Derek Jeter
Jalen DeLuca and his hero, New York Yankee James “JY” Yager,
must team up to prove themselves again!

$8.99 each
Jonathan W. Stokes
This kid-friendly series makes history approachable, engaging, and funny!

Thrilling Thieves: Liars, Cheats, and Cons
Who Changed History
(Pub Date: 11/5/19)

Famous Phonies: Legends, Fakes, and
Frauds Who Changed History

(Pub Date: 10/1/19)
$12.99 each
Brianna DuMont
The Changed History series makes history come alive by exposing its murky
underbelly. You’ll find some familiar faces like Queen Elizabeth I and Thomas
Edison, as well as George Washington and schoolless Shakespeare.

SCIENCE, NATURE, & DISCOVERY
Brain Candy: 500 Sweet Facts to Satisfy
Your Curiosity — $8.99

National Geographic Kids (Pub Date: 10/8/2019)
Unwrap 500 fascinating knowledge nuggets about all kinds of
topics in this yummy little fact book.

Science Comics: Cars:
Engines That Move You — $12.99

Dan Zettwoch
Put the pedal to the metal! Learn where cars came from and how
they work. Rev up your motor and take a look at the combustible history of the automobile and its explosive effects on our modern lives.

ARTS, CRAFTS, & FUN
A Kid’s Guide to Awesome Duct Tape
Projects — $14.99
Instructables.com (Pub Date 11/5/19)
Duct tape can fix anything! Thanks to
Instructables.com, it can also fix boredom!

Ninja: Get Good:
My Ultimate Guide to Gaming — $19.99
Ninja Notebook: Notebook with Stickers
and Tips to Improve Your E-Game — $10.99

Tyler “Ninja” Blevins
This is Ninja’s ultimate guide to gaming with tips on how
to win just about any video game, along with a journal with
Ninja-style stickers and prompts, tips, and tricks throughout.

SHOP ONLINE AT ABCFAIRS.COM

SELECTION · QUALITY · SERVICE · COMMUNITY

THE BEST INTRODUCTION TO A LIFE-LONG LOVE OF READING!
GREAT NEW FICTION
Allies — $17.99

Alan Gratz (Pub Date: 10/15/2019)
June 6, 1944: The Nazis are terrorizing Europe. The only way to stop
them? The biggest, most top-secret operation ever, with the Allied
nations coming together. Welcome to D-Day.

Beverly, Right Here — $16.99

Kate DiCamillo
Beverly put her foot down on the gas. They went faster still. This is
what Beverly has always wanted. To get away. To get away as fast as
she could. To stay away.

Charlie Thorne and
the Last Equation — $17.99

Stuart Gibbs
Charlie Thorne is a genius. Charlie Thorne is a thief. Charlie
Thorne isn’t old enough to drive. And now it’s up to her to
save the world…

Look Both Ways: A Tale Told
in Ten Blocks — $17.99

Jason Reynolds (Pub Date: 10/8/19)
This story was going to begin like all the best stories. With a school bus
falling from the sky. But no one saw it happen. They were all too busy.

My Jasper June — $16.99

Laurel Snyder
The school year is over. It is summer in Atlanta. The sky is blue, the
sun is blazing, and the days brim with possibility. But Leah feels...lost.
She has been this way since one terrible afternoon a year ago, when
everything changed. Then she meets Jasper, a girl unlike anyone she
has ever known.

YOUNG ADULT FICTION
All That I Can Fix — $11.99

Crystal Chan
A teen boy’s world gets turned upside-down when a zoo of exotic
animals takes over his small town in this wickedly funny, heartbreakingly honest novel.
The Bird and the Blade — $9.99
Megan Bannen
As a slave in the Kipchak Khanate, Jinghua has lost everything:
her home, her family, her freedom...until the kingdom is conquered by enemy forces and she finds herself an unlikely conspirator in the escape of Prince Khalaf and his irascible father.

The Trials of Apollo: The Tyrant’s Tomb — $19.99

Rick Riordan
It’s not easy being Apollo, especially when you’ve been turned into a human and banished from Olympus.

Diary of a Wimpy Kid:
Wrecking Ball — $14.99

Jeff Kinney
(Pub Date: 11/5/19) PRE-ORDER AT YOUR FAIR!
An unexpected inheritance gives Greg Heffley’s family a chance
to make big changes to their house, but they soon find that
home improvement isn’t all it’s cracked up to be.

Dear Sweet Pea — $16.99
Julie Murphy (Pub Date: 10/1/19)
Sixth grader Patricia, known as Sweet Pea, navigates her parents’ unconventional divorce and finds herself in the unlikely role of the town’s
advice columnist.
Strange Birds: A Field Guide to
Ruffling Feathers — $16.99

Celia C. Pérez
When three very different girls find a mysterious invitation to
a lavish mansion, the promise of adventure and mischief is too
intriguing to pass up.

Pages and Co.: The Bookwanderers

$16.99
Anna James
Since her mother’s disappearance, Tilly Pages has found comfort at her
grandparents’ bookshop. When her favorite characters start showing
up at the shop,Tilly’s adventures become very real. When new secrets
are uncovered, it’s up to Tilly to solve the mystery of what happened to
her mother all those years ago.

“HEART” YOUR

FAVORITE BOOKS!
Dry — $12.99

Neal & Jarrod Shusterman
When the California drought escalates to catastrophic proportions, one
teen is forced to make life and death decisions for her family in this
harrowing story of survival.

Hamilton and Peggy!:
A Revolutionary Friendship — $10.99

L. M. Elliott
Peggy Schuyler has always felt like she’s existed in the shadows of
her beloved sisters, but it’s in the throes of a chaotic war that Peggy finds herself a central figure amid her father’s spies and scouts.

ALL PURCHASES BENEFIT OUR SCHOOL

SHOP ONLINE AT ABCFAIRS.COM

*ALL PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE

MORE GREAT NEW FICTION
Keeper of the Lost Cities:
Legacy — $21.99

Shannon Messenger (Pub Date: 11/5/2019)
Sophie Foster wants answers, and she’s not the only one with
blank spots in her past, or mysteries surrounding her family.
She and her friends are part of something much bigger than
they imagined…

Shouting at the Rain — $16.99

Lynda Mullaly Hunt
Delsie loves tracking the weather. Lately, though, it seems the
squalls are in her own life.

Dead Voices — $16.99
Small Spaces — $8.99

Katherine Arden
Having survived sinister scarecrows and the malevolent smiling man in Small Spaces, best friends
Ollie, Coco, and Brian are ready to spend a relaxing winter break skiing together with their parents,
but odd things keep happening…

Minis: Between Shades of Gray
Ruta Sepetys

Minis: Legend
Marie Lu

Minis: Matched

MORE YOUNG ADULT FICTION
The Story of Owen:
Dragon Slayer of Trondheim — $9.99

E.K. Johnston
Dragons. In modern day North America. How can sixteen-year-old
Owen fight back when he can barely pass algebra?

The Prodigy — $10.99

John Feinstein
Seventeen-year-old Frank Baker is a golfing sensation. He’s
set to earn a full-ride scholarship to the university of his
choice, but his single dad has very different plans for him…

David Levithan (Pub Date: 10/22/19)

Minis: Everything, Everything

Nicola Yoon (Pub Date: 10/22/19)
$12.00 each
Complete and unabridged, the minis’ landscape design and ultra-thin
paper make them easy to hold in one hand. Perfectly sized to slip into a
pocket or bag, minis are ideal for reading on the go.

GRAPHIC NOVELS
Cheshire Crossing — $14.99

Andy Weir
The heroines of Alice in Wonderland, Peter Pan, and The Wizard of Oz
come together in a charming fantasy mash-up as they join forces
to defend their worlds from villainous threats.

Guts — $12.99
Share Your Smile: Raina’s Guide to
Telling Your Own Story — $12.99

Raina Telgemeier
Calling all fans of Raina Telgemeier!

The Time Museum
The Time Museum Volume 2

$14.99 each
Matthew Loux
The internship program at the Time Museum is a little unusual. For one thing, kids as young as twelve get to apply
for these prestigious summer jobs. As for the applicant
pool...well, these kids come from all over history.

TEEN
Again, but Better — $18.99

Christine Riccio
Shane has been doing college all wrong. Pre-med, stellar grades, and
happy parents. Sounds ideal, but Shane’s made zero friends, goes
home every weekend, and romance…what’s that?

Cracking the Bell — $17.99

Geoff Herbach
Isaiah loves football. In fact, football saved Isaiah’s life after his
sister’s death tore his family apart. When Isaiah gets knocked out
cold on the field, he learns there’s a lot more to lose than football.

Call Down the Hawk — $19.99

The Sun Is Also a Star — $12.99

Nicola Yoon
Natasha: I’m definitely not the kind of girl who meets a
cute boy on a crowded New York City street and falls in
love with him.
Daniel: I’ve always been the good son, never the poet or
the dreamer.
The Universe: Every moment in our lives has brought us to
this single moment.

The War Outside — $10.99

Monica Hesse (Pub Date: 10/1/19)
It’s 1944, and World War II is raging. The war seemed far away
from Margot in Iowa and Haruko in Colorado - until they were
uprooted to dusty Texas, all because of the places their parents
once called home: Germany and Japan.

Ally Condie

Minis: Every Day

FAMILY & FRIENDS’ PURCHASES ALSO BENEFIT OUR SCHOOL!

Unstoppable Moses — $9.99
Tyler James Smith
Moses, a 17-year-old wisecracking prankster, has one
week after a disastrous prank to prove that he’s not a jerk
who belongs in jail.

The Crossover — $12.99

Kwame Alexander
The Crossover is now a graphic novel!

Mighty Jack and Zita the
Spacegirl — $14.99

Ben Hatke
Jack and Lilly are no strangers to heroics. They’ve befriended dragons,
battled giants, and even earned the loyalty of a goblin army. When they
meet Zita the Spacegirl, they’re more than ready for another adventure.

Wings of Fire: The Hidden Kingdom — $12.99

Tui T. Sutherland (Pub Date: 10/15/19)
Glory knows that the dragon world is wrong about her being “a lazy
RainWing”. Maybe she wasn’t meant to be one of the dragonets of
destiny, but Glory is sharp and her venom is deadly...even if that’s
still a secret.

White Bird:
A Wonder Story — $24.99

R. J. Palacio (Pub Date: 10/1/2019)
Inspired by her blockbuster phenomenon Wonder, R. J. Palacio makes
her graphic novel debut with an unforgettable story of the power
of kindness and unrelenting courage in a time of war.

SHOPPING LOCAL BENEFITS OUR COMMUNITY

Maggie Stiefvater (Pub Date: 11/5/19)
The dreamers walk among us and so do the dreamed. Those who dream
cannot stop dreaming. Those who are dreamed cannot have their own
lives. Then there are those who are drawn to the dreamers. To use them.
To trap them. To kill them before their dreams destroy us all.

SLAY — $18.99

Brittney Morris
By day, seventeen-year-old Kiera Johnson is an honors student, a
math tutor, and one of the only black kids at Jefferson Academy.
At home, she joins hundreds of thousands of black gamers who
duel worldwide in the secret multiplayer online role-playing
card game, SLAY. No one knows Kiera is the game developer...

Rebel: A Legend Novel — $18.99

Marie Lu (Pub Date: 10/1/19)
Eden Wing is a brilliant student. He’s about to graduate a year early
and already has an internship lined up back in the Republic. Most
people don’t introduce Eden this way. Instead, they say, “This is Eden,
Daniel Wing’s younger brother.”

In the Hall with the Knife:
A Clue Mystery — $17.99

Diana Peterfreund (Pub Date: 10/8/19)
When a storm strikes at Blackbrook Academy, Beth “Peacock”
Picach, Orchid McKee, Vaughn Green, Sam “Mustard” Maestor, Finn
Plum, and Scarlet Mistry are left stranded with their headmaster.
Hours later, his body is found in the conservatory, and it’s very clear
his death was no accident.

PAPERBACK FICTION

The Beautiful — $18.99

Renée Ahdieh (Pub Date: 10/8/19)
1872, New Orleans. Taken in by the sisters of the Ursuline convent
in the middle of the carnival season, Celine is quickly enraptured by
the vibrant city. When the body of one of the girls from the convent
is found in Sébastien’s lair-the second dead girl to turn up in recent
weeks-Celine battles her attraction to him and suspicions about his
guilt along with the shame of her own horrible secret.

Aurora Rising — $18.99
Amie Kaufman & Jay Kristoff
The year is 2380. The graduating cadets of Aurora Academy are
being assigned their first missions. Star pupil Tyler Jones is ready to
recruit the squad of his dreams, but his own boneheaded heroism sees
him stuck with the dregs nobody else in the academy would touch…
NOBODY PANIC.
The Toll — $19.99

Neal Shusterman (Pub Date: 11/5/19)
Citra and Rowan have disappeared. Endura is gone. It seems like
nothing stands between Scythe Goddard and absolute dominion over
the world scythedom. One question remains: Is there anyone left who
can stop him?

The Chosen — $18.99

Taran Matharu
Throughout history, people have vanished with no explanation.
A group of teenagers are about to discover why…

Verify — $18.99
Joelle Charbonneau
Meri Beckley lives in a world without lies, but when Meri’s mother is killed,
Meri has questions that no one else seems to be asking. Suddenly, she is
faced with a choice between accepting the “truth” or embracing a world
the government doesn’t want anyone to see.
Stepsister — $17.99

Jennifer Donnelly
Don’t just fracture the fairy tale. Shatter it. Isabelle should be blissfully
happy. She’s about to win the handsome prince, but Isabelle isn’t the beautiful girl who lost the glass slipper. She’s the ugly stepsister.

“HEART” YOUR

Ghost Boys — $7.99
Jewell Parker Rhodes
Twelve-year-old Jerome is shot by a police officer who mistakes his
toy gun for a real threat. As a ghost, he observes the devastation that’s
been unleashed on his family and community in the wake of what they
see as an unjust and brutal killing.
Snow & Rose — $9.99

Emily Winfield Martin (Pub Date: 10/1/19)
Snow and Rose didn’t know they were in a fairy
tale. People never do… This is the story of two
sisters and the enchanted woods that have been
waiting for them to break a set of terrible spells.

Racing in the Rain Movie Tie-In
Young Readers’ Edition — $7.99

Garth Stein
Meet Enzo, the lovable dog who champions his family and reminds us
of the beauty of the human (and canine) spirit.

FAVORITE BOOKS!
The Mortification of Fovea
Munson — $8.99

Mary Winn Heider
Fovea Munson is nobody’s Igor. True, her parents own a cadaver lab
where she’s stuck working - that is, until three disembodied heads,
left to thaw in the wet lab, start talking. To her. Out loud.

TBH, This May Be TMI
TBH, This Is So Awkward

$9.99 each
Lisa Greenwald
Told entirely through text messages between the
BFFAEs, this addictive series explores the fact that,
to be honest, middle school is hard!

SEE YOU AT THE BOOK FAIR!

